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Abstract: Recycled waste materials have been employed to stabilize clayey soil by many practitioners
in geotechnical engineering. However, the effects on hydraulic conductivity and its underlying
mechanism have rarely been explored. The study aims to examine the hydraulic conductivity
characteristics of soil reinforced with the inclusion of selected recycled waste granules, rubber crumb
(RC) and crushed glass (CG) under changing confinement. For this purpose, a series of consolidation
tests were carried out by varying recycled waste type and additive contents (0%, 5%, 10% and 20%
additive content by dry weight of soil). The confining stress was increased within a range of 6.25 kPa
to 200 kPa. The results reveal that the addition of RC and CG, as well as the stress state, significantly
impacted the soil’s hydraulic conductivity (k). The hydraulic conductivity of both RC/CG soil
composites consistently declined with increasing applied stress. Moreover, as the concentration of
recycled waste granules in the reinforced soil increased, the hydraulic conductivity value k initially
increased, reaching a peak before subsequently declining. Additionally, the study utilized scanning
electron microscope (SEM) imaging, which revealed that the inclusion of RC and CG significantly
influenced hydraulic conductivity-related parameters by modifying pore size and distribution.

Keywords: hydraulic conductivity; clayey soil; recycled waste; scanning electron microscope (SEM)

1. Introduction

Clayey soils containing hydrophilic minerals (e.g., montmorillonite and illite) are
characterized as reactive and known to exhibit significant changes in volume in response to
variations in water content. This type of soil inevitably shrinks when losing water or swells
when absorbing water [1–3]. Clayey soils are also known for their low bearing capacity and
high compressibility. Over time, the poor strength properties tend to result in exceptional
subsidence and cracks in foundations, subgrade and other civil infrastructure built on
reactive soil [4]. Owing to significant volume change and weak engineering properties,
implementing modification methods on this “problematic” soil is imperative [5].

To lessen the swelling–shrinking deformation and improve strength, some conven-
tional chemical stabilizers, including cement [6–8], lime [9–11], fly ash [12–15], etc., have
been added to improve its strength and durability. Though effective, using such additives
is costly and can generate undesired byproducts like greenhouse gas [16,17]. Given its high
durability and appropriate strength, along with environmental considerations, recycled
waste has been used as a potential geosynthetic material [18]. Generally, most types of
industrial solid waste are directly burned or buried in landfills, which is harmful to the
existing ecological environment [4]. In this respect, the exploration of the beneficial reuse of
waste materials in geotechnical engineering has been investigated as a potential solution to
reduce waste and conserve resources [19,20]. However, using recycled waste materials may
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potentially generate secondary waste such as dust and leachate, which is an important con-
sideration when evaluating the suitability of such materials for soil improvement. Efforts
were made to minimize potential secondary waste generation by thoroughly mixing the
recycled waste materials into the soil at appropriate proportions during soil reinforcement.
Among all recycled solid wastes, rubber crumb (RC) and crushed glass (CG) aggregates are
recognized as two effective additives in soil reinforcement with low cost. In Australia, the
application of RC and CG as in situ civil materials is encouraged in construction projects,
such as the Guide to Pavement Technology Part 4E from Austroads [21]. The effectiveness
of recycled RC and CG as soil stabilizers has been well established in the literature. Ab-
baspour et al. [22] conducted compaction, direct shear, unconfined compressive strength
(UCS), California bearing ratio (CBR) and split tensile strength (STS) tests to evaluate the
strength behavior of soil reinforced with 0.5%, 1%, 2%, 3%, and 4% of waste tire textile fibers
and observed a reduction in UCS and CBR and a significant increase of ductility when tire
fiber content reached 3% and 4%. Several studies have demonstrated a uniform reduction
of modified dry density and a decrease of optimum moisture content by adding waste
tire fiber. Bekhiti et al. [23] explored the swelling behavior of rubber-stabilized soil and
concluded that adding rubber can effectively reduce swelling potential and pressure. Özkul
and Baykal [24] conducted a series of consolidated triaxial test on soil–rubber mixture under
drained and undrained conditions within a range of 50–300 kPa and observed a limiting
confining stress that the composite should not be used beyond 300 kPa. Arrieta et al. [25]
performed the UCS and durability using recycled glass powder for soil stabilization and
found that UCS increased with an increase in glass powder. Blayi et al. [26] conducted
a series of laboratory tests to investigate the optimum percentage of waste glass powder
(WGP) for construction use and found that adding 15% of WGP in samples can optimally
enhance the geotechnical properties of reactive soil, yet begins decreasing after this amount.

According to previous studies, most research has predominantly focused on the
strength behavior and stabilization effects of soils treated with various types of rubber
and glass. The addition of recycled RC and CG also has the potential to alter soil proper-
ties, including hydraulic conductivity. Soil hydraulic conductivity (k) is a fundamental
geotechnical and geoenvironmental parameter to assess infiltration, runoff and drainage in
construction projects [27]. The requirement of hydraulic conductivity varies in different
geotechnical applications; a lower value of hydraulic conductivity is preferred when using
soil as a foundational material while a higher value of hydraulic conductivity may be
desired in areas prone to excessive groundwater, such as road embankments or retaining
walls. The addition of solid waste particles can create additional pore spaces within the soil
structure, allowing for improved water flow, and reduce the size of soil particles, further
enhancing hydraulic conductivity. However, if the waste granules are poorly dispersed
or form large aggregates, they can block the pores and decrease hydraulic conductivity.
The impact of adding RC and CG on soil hydraulic conductivity is complex and requires
thorough investigation. To date, studies on the effect of RC and CG on hydraulic con-
ductivity have been insufficient, with most research focusing on the use of conventional
chemicals [28]. Nevertheless, there is a lack of microstructural analysis available to uncover
the pore-scale behavior of clayey soil mixed with varying proportions of CG and RC. There-
fore, further research is necessary to understand the impact of adding recycled solid waste
materials on soil hydraulic conductivity.

This study aims to investigate the hydraulic conductivity characteristics of unrein-
forced and reinforced locally sourced clayey soil considering various confining stresses.
A series of laboratory consolidation tests are carried out for the soil sample by adding
different percentages of CG and RC, i.e., 0%, 5%, 10%, and 20%, to the dry weight of the
soil sample. The hydraulic conductivity of soil was deduced from the odometer consolida-
tion test results. Additionally, microstructures of the soil mixed with RC and CG under
compression were captured using SEM, and the underlying relationship between hydraulic
conductivity and microstructure was then explored. Such insights can help optimize the
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design and engineering of soil systems that incorporate recycled waste granules, leading to
more sustainable and cost-effective construction practices.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

The soil utilized in this study was originally taken from Southeast Queensland (SEQ)
in Australia at a depth of approximately 0.5–1.0 m (Figure 1). The soil samples were
carefully stored and transported in a polythene container to maintain moisture equilibrium.
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Figure 1. Southeast Queensland in Australia and location of soil collection area.

Soil characteristics were evaluated and summarized in Table 1. According to the
Unified Soil Classification System (USCS), the soil was classified as a clay of low plasticity,
specifically a lean clay (CL). The mineralogical composition of the selected soil was analyzed
using X-ray diffractometry (XRD), and the results are presented in Figure 2. The XRD
analysis indicated that the primary minerals present in the soil were kaolinite and illite.
Table 2 provides additional information on the mineralogical composition of the soil.
Notably, the presence of smectite, kaolinite and illite, comprising approximately 25% of
the soil, suggests the potential for expansiveness. Additionally, to prepare for testing, the
selected soils were placed on desiccating discs in the oven and dried at 105◦ for at least
24 h before use. Larger crumbs of clay aggregates were crushed using a grinder and
screened through a 425 µm sieve to ensure the fineness of soil particles.

Table 1. Basic engineering properties of the soil.

Material Type Property Value Unit Test Standard

Reactive soil Atterberg limits ASTM D4318 (ASTM, 2017)
Liquid limit 29 %
Plastic index 15 %
Linear shrinkage 6.8 % ASTM D854 (ASTM, 2017)
Specific gravity 2.67 ASTM D854 (ASTM, 2017)
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Figure 2. XRD diagram of selected soil.

Table 2. Mineral compositions and percentage of selected soil.

Mineral Compositions Soil Content (%)

Coroudum 23.17
Quartz 30.26
Anatase 1.19
Hematite 1.53
Geothite 3.33
Plagioclase (Albite) 1.97
Plagioclase (Oligoclase, An16) 7.40
Plagioclase (Oligoclase, An25) 0.95
Microcline (maximum) 2.73
Microcline (intermediate) 0.63
Illite 2M1 7.05
Kaolinite (Kga-1b), PONKCS model 3.64
Smectite 12 Å (SWy-2), PONKCS model 10.29
Smectite 12 Å (SCa-3), PONKCS model 5.87

Recycling waste materials constitutes a crucial element of sustainable development. To
investigate the effect of recycled waste granules on hydraulic conductivity characteristics,
RC and CG were selected to treat soil samples (Figure 3). RC granules were collected from
recycled scrap tires in Ipswich, Queensland and the CG used in this experimental work
was supplied from recycled glass particles in Brisbane, Queensland. The RC granules
exhibited a size range between 0.7 mm and 1 mm with a specific gravity of 1.14. The
specific gravity of glass particles is 2.5. The size of CG ranged from 0.15 mm to 0.3 mm and
the composition of CG mainly consisted of crushed glass (99%) and traces of crystalline
silica (<1%). SEM was used to capture the unique microscale morphological characteristics.
Figure 3c illustrates the detailed microstructure of RC granules, which are black, solid with
uneven surface. Some small pores were scattered on the surface, which allow water to
flow through. Figure 3d shows the detailed microstructural characteristics of CG granules,
which are solid, granular and angular. Some glass debris was found on the surface of large
glass particles, which could occupy the pores in soil aggregates.
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(b) Crushed Glass, and micrographs of (c) Rubber Crumb and (d) Crushed Glass.

2.2. Preparation of Recycled Waste Treated Soil Samples

The preparation of mixed soil samples consists of four distinct steps (Figure 4). Based
on type and properties of the waste materials, the property of soil as well as previous
studies and industry standards, CG and RC granules in a proportion of 0%, 5%, 10% and
20% of total dry weight of the soil sample were selected and added to oven-dried soil
particles. Following this, distilled water was added gradually to the soil–additive mixture
and ceaselessly stirred in order to ensure accurate and repeatable results by minimizing
the impact of impurities and contaminants. The initial water content utilized herein was
of ~29% to guarantee the fully saturated state throughout the experimental program. Uni-
formity of the mixture is monitored by visual inspection. Finally, mixed soil samples were
sealed and cured for at least 7 days prior to testing to homogenize the water distribution in
the soil mixture. In this study, sample preparation was carried out in an air-conditioned lab
with minimal temperature variations.
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Figure 4. Flow chart of treated soil specimen preparation.

2.3. Consolidation Test Procedure

To evaluate the hydraulic conductivity characteristics of treated and untreated soil,
the prepared samples were applied to conduct a set of one-dimensional consolidation tests
in accordance with Australian standard 1289.6.6.1 (ASTM 2011).

Specimens of precured soil samples were placed into the fixed stainless-steel O-ring
with a diameter of approximately 65 mm and a 25 mm height, while trimming off any
excess soil from the sides of the specimen until it reached the desired diameter using
a trimming knife. The specimen was placed on a flat surface and a ruler was used to
measure its diameter and height. The sample thickness was measured with an accuracy
of ±0.1 mm prior to initiating the consolidation procedure to ensure reliable and precise
results. Second, the consolidation cell was assembled with the O-ring, specimen, porous
plate and filter paper on both sides of the specimen and the loading plate was then placed
upon the specimen. It is worth noting that the porous plate was saturated in advance
to minimize any water absorption from the samples. Subsequently, the upper pedestal
was locked in case of any vertical displacement. Once the soil specimens were completely
inundated with distilled water, the first loading pressure was applied and the changes of
thickness were recorded. The incremental loading applied from 6.25 kPa and subsequently
doubled, up to 200 kPa. Each loading stage lasted for 24 h until the test was completed.
The load and deformation characteristics were controlled, measured and recorded together
by computer. Following the ASTM D2435 standard for consolidation testing, in total,
three separate measurements on each soil sample were conducted to ensure the reliability
of our results. The testing programs in this study are listed in Table 3. Term “

√
” refers to

conducted consolidation tests or SEM analysis with selected percentage of additive.
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Table 3. Summary of test program in this study.

Test Program Curing Time
RC or CG Added (%)

Applied Stress (kPa)
0 5 10 20

Consolidation tests 7 days
√ √ √ √

6.25, 12.5, 25, 50, 100, 200
SEM imaging 7 days

√ √ √
/

2.4. Analytical Methods

Hydraulic conductivity in each incremental loading was calculated in light of the
consolidation curves. The parameters were calculated in accordance with the square-root
time method using results obtained from the consolidation tests [29]. The variation of the
void ratio subject to each loading step was calculated as:

∆e =
∆H
H
·(1 + e0) (1)

where ∆H = change of thickness at current loading pressure, H = initial height of samples
and e0 = initial void ratio, which can be calculated as:

e0 =
H0 − Hs

Hs
(2)

where H0 = initial height of the specimen and Hs = equivalent height of solid particles that
can be expressed from:

Hs =
1000m

ρs A
(3)

where m is the dry mass of the specimen, A is the surface area of the soil specimen, and ρs
is the particle density of the selected specimen, which is obtained from the dry mass and
volume of particles.

The coefficient of compressibility, av, is among the key consolidation parameters
that reflect the rate of change of the void ratio corresponding to increasing vertical stress.
The smaller the value of av, the less compressibility can be captured. The coefficient
of compressibility is equal to the slope of the graph of pressure versus the void ratio
(log scale):

av = − e0 − e1

log p0 − log p1
, (4)

where e1 = void ratio after compression, and p0 and p1 = pressure corresponding to e0 and
e1, respectively.

The coefficient of volume compressibility, mv, for pressure increment was obtained as:

mv = av
1

1 + e
(5)

The coefficient of consolidation, cv, is the soil parameter governing the time rate of
consolidation for double drainage condition, which was determined as:

cv =
0.112H2

t90
(6)

where t90 = time for 90% primary consolidation in typical compression versus time graph
(square root). H = average thickness of specimen corresponding to load increment.

Based on the calculated consolidation data above, the hydraulic conductivity in the
vertical direction, k, at identical loading increments was deduced based on Terzaghi’s equation:

k = cv·mv·γw (7)
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where γw = unit weight of distilled water, which is defined as 9.8 kN/m3 at room tem-
perature. This k value represents the vertical direction of the hydraulic conductivity. It
is worth noting that this method relies on several assumptions, including small strains,
saturated soil, and linear elastic soil behavior. The void ratio, compression index and other
consolidation parameters were determined through laboratory testing, and used as input
parameters in the method to derive the k values

The compression index, Cc, was captured as the slope of the straight-line portion of
e-log σ′ curve as:

Cc =
∆e

∆
(
log10 p

) (8)

where ∆
(
log10 p

)
= change in the logarithm of the effective pressure applied to the soil

sample between the two stresses at which the void ratio was measured.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Impact of RC or CG Inclusion on Compressibility Behavior of Reactive Soil

The stress–strain characteristic of reactive soil depends on soil texture, soil struc-
ture, etc. The initial void ratio for soil samples mixed with different percentages of recycled
waste particles are illustrated in Figure 5. It can be seen that the void ratio of reactive soil
increases apparently with the increased amount of RC/CG added into the soil samples.
The alteration in the void ratio caused by the incorporation of rubber particles is more
pronounced, suggesting that the structure of the soil–rubber composite (RC) is less compact
than that of the soil–glass composite (GC) containing the same additive content. The
increase in void ratio (e) can be represented as a logarithmic function in relation to the
recycled waste content (ϕ). This relationship can be expressed as:

eCG = 0.21log (ϕCG + 3.48) + 0.43 R2 = 0.9989 (9)

eRC = 0.10log (ϕRC + 0.05) + 0.67 R2 = 0.9867 (10)
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Figure 5. Initial void ratio of RC- and CG-treated soil before consolidation test.

The observed higher void ratio in different specimens reinforced with RC and CG can
be ascribed to the presence of larger grain size additives. When mixing with the soil, larger
voids or spaces were created between the particles, resulting in an increase in the void ratio.
More information can be found in the discussion on SEM images.
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The consolidation curves are plotted for the logarithm of the effective stress (log σ′)
versus void ratio (e). Figure 6 depicts the consolidation curves for all composites with
different content of recycled waste inclusion. It was observed that there is a substantial
increase in the void ratio in the presence of RC and CG.
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The findings from the investigation of CG- and RC-treated soils, as shown in Figure 6a,b
respectively, revealed notable changes in the void ratio under varying loading conditions.
In the investigation of CG-treated soil (Figure 6a), it was observed that specimens with
20% CG exhibited less compression than those with 10% and 5% CG, corresponding to
a lower variation range of void ratio (e) under identical loading paths. More specifically,
the reduction of the void ratio due to an increase of vertical stress for different percent-
ages of soil–CG mixture followed a specific order: 20% CG (0.44 ≤ e ≤ 0.60) < 10% CG
(0.45 ≤ e ≤ 0.64) < 5% CG (0.46 ≤ e ≤ 0.68). This trend can be attributed to an increasing
amount of CG inclusion, which potentially enhances its strength and resistance to com-
pression [26]. Under identical consolidation pressure of 100 kPa, the void ratio decreased
from 0.53 to 0.50 and 0.49 with increasing CG content. A similar downward trend was
revealed in the results captured by Jalal et al. [30]. For RC-treated reactive soil (Figure 6b),
a significant decline in the void ratio was observed for the 10% RC when the effective
stress (σ’) exceeded 12.5 kPa, followed by 20% RC and 5% RC. As the applied pressure in-
creased stepwise, RC particles were found to interlock with soil particles, filling void spaces
and improving soil stability. This process can reduce settling and enhance load-bearing
capacity [31]. The presence of interlocking particles between the soil and RC granules
contributed to the largest reduction in the void ratio.

Another parameter that can be used as a measure of compressibility to predict the
settlement of structures is the compression index (Cc). The Cc values of rubber and glass
mixed soil are listed in Table 4, where nontreated soil refers to the absence of any added
recycled waste material in the soil samples. It can be seen that the addition of 5% recycled
rubber crumb to the soil reduced the compression index from 0.152 to 0.116, which indicates
that the soil became more compact and less compressible. This reduction in Cc could be
due to the rubber crumb acting as a filler material, increasing its strength and resistance
to compression. Nonetheless, when the rubber crumb content was raised to 10%, the
compression index rose to 0.154, indicating that the soil became more compressible than
its untreated counterpart. This phenomenon might result from the rubber crumb reaching
a saturation point, beyond which additional increments may not enhance soil properties.
For the soil treated with recycled crushed glass, all percentages (5%, 10%, and 20%) exhib-
ited a lower compression index than nontreated soil, indicating improved compressibility.
Furthermore, as the content of crushed glass increased, the compression index consistently
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decreased, with the 20% content yielding the lowest compression index, which is 0.111.
This suggests that the crushed glass may have contributed to a densification of the soil,
resulting in a more stable and less compressible material.

Table 4. Compression index of reactive soil treated with different recycled waste granule.

Recycled Waste Type Content (%) Compression Index (Cc)

Nontreated 0 0.152

Recycled rubber crumb
5 0.116

10 0.154
20 0.125

Recycled crushed glass
5 0.149

10 0.123
20 0.111

The compressibility index of RC- and CG-treated soil subject to different applied
effective stress is shown in Figure 7. It was found that all samples experience a drop of
Cc value at a low-stress state, then increase with rising applied stress and finally tend to
be consistent. Clayey soil samples treated with RC and CG have a higher compression
index when the stress is beyond 100 kPa, which refers to a higher settlement and looser
structure of specimen. However, soil samples containing 10 CG and 20 CG exhibit a denser
characteristic with lower compressibility.
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3.2. Impact of In Situ Stress on Hydraulic Conductivity

The hydraulic conductivity (k) of soil mixtures with recycled rubber (RC) or recycled
glass (CG) under different applied stress conditions are summarized and plotted in Figure 8.
It was detected that the hydraulic conductivity of both soil composites consistently declined
as the applied stress increased, which indicats a similar trend between applied stress and
void ratio. This is mainly attributed to the decreasing amount and volume of voids during
the compaction process.
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(b) RC-treated soil.

In the case of reactive soil mixtures containing recycled crushed glass (5% CG,
10% CG, and 20% CG), it is notable that at higher applied stresses (50, 100 and 200 kPa), the
hydraulic conductivity of 20% CG soil mixture is the lowest among all CG-treated soil mix-
tures. Specifically, at 200 kPa, the hydraulic conductivity for the specimen is 7.9× 10−9 m/s,
which is lower than that of untreated soil (8.8 × 10−9 m/s), the 10% CG mixture
(9.3 × 10−9 m/s), and the 5% CG mixture (1.2 × 10−8 m/s). Moreover, there appears
to be a plateau in the hydraulic conductivity values for CG-treated soil mixtures between
12.5 kPa and 50 kPa applied stress, suggesting that hydraulic conductivity stabilizes and
remains relatively constant throughout this stress interval. Nevertheless, for the RC-treated
mixtures, the 20% RC content yields the lowest hydraulic conductivity values at the highest
stress levels, but not at 200 kPa applied stress. This implies that the optimal percentage of
recycled material may vary depending on the material type and applied stress conditions.
One potential reason for this phenomenon is that the addition of RC may cause the soil
particles to rearrange under stress, resulting in changes in the pore size and distribution.

3.3. Impact of RC or CG Inclusion on Hydraulic Conductivity

The evolution of hydraulic conductivity (k) with increasing amounts of CG and RC
are depicted in Figure 9. Regardless the type and content of recycled waste, the range
of most measured k under identical applied σ′ are similar. The relationship between
the content of CG and RC and hydraulic conductivity is nonmonotonic. Adding CG
initially enhances hydraulic conductivity up to a certain threshold. However, beyond that
threshold, further increases in the content (ϕ) of CG cause a reduction in the value of k,
whereas adding RC initially deteriorates hydraulic conductivity and then increases up to
a certain threshold, beyond which further addition of RC causes a reduction in the value of
k. The trends of hydraulic conductivity variation for different recycled waste are different.
For example, the hydraulic conductivity of soil–glass composite at 100 kPa increased from
1.63 × 10−6 cm/s to 1.82 × 10−8 m/s and dropped subsequently to 1.47 × 10−8 m/s and
finally reached 1.31 × 10−6 cm/s due to the inclusion of 0%, 5%, 10% and 20% of glass
particles, respectively. Nevertheless, the hydraulic conductivity of soil–rubber composite
at 100 kPa initially dropped from 1.63 × 10−8 m/s to 1.34 × 10−8 m/s and then rose to
1.47 × 10−8 m/s before further declining again and finally reached 1.31 × 10−8 m/s due
to the inclusion of 0%, 5%, 10% and 20% of rubber particles, respectively. The reason for
higher k of reactive soil reinforced with certain content of recycled waste can be explained
by the following: the addition of solid waste particles may lead to the formation of larger
pores and void spaces, which increases the overall soil hydraulic conductivity. It is worth
noting that the above phenomenon is more pronounced under high-stress conditions.
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Figure 9. Hydraulic conductivity versus different percentage of (a) CG and (b) RC inclusion in clayey
soils from consolidation tests.

Figure 10 shows the relationship between hydraulic conductivity and void ratio values
at different additive contents. Although scattered, for all treated and untreated reactive
soil, an evident correlation between the void ratio and hydraulic conductivity can be
observed: the higher the void ratio, the higher the hydraulic conductivity, which indicates
that Taylor’s e-log(k) relationship could be applied throughout.
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Hydraulic conductivity versus the void ratio of CG-treated soil is displayed in
Figure 10a. It was seen that the relationship between void ratio and hydraulic conduc-
tivity was roughly linear for void ratios below 0.6, where a similar trend was also found
in RC-treated soil as shown in Figure 10b. A comparison of the hydraulic conductivity
among CG/RC treated soil at an identical void ratio of 0.65 is listed in Table 5. There is
a drop of over 98% from untreated soil (3.09 × 10−6 m/s) when adding recycled waste into
reactive soil. The comparison study of the two types of reinforced soil also revealed that
the hydraulic conductivity values exhibit relatively smaller fluctuations for the addition
of crushed glass (CG). The range of hydraulic conductivity values for the CG addition is
between 0.98% (3.03 × 10−8 m/s) and 1.04% (3.21 × 10−8 m/s) compared with untreated
reactive soil, while the hydraulic conductivity of soil–rubber composite exhibits promi-
nent fluctuations, varying from 0.69% (2.12 × 10−8 m/s) to 1.41% (4.36 × 10−8 m/s) of
untreated soil.
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Table 5. Hydraulic conductivity of reactive soil treated with RC/CG at identical void ratio = 0.65.

Content, % Crushed Glass (CG) Rubber Crumb (RC)

0 3.09 × 10−6 m/s 3.09 × 10−6 m/s
5 3.08 × 10−8 m/s 2.12 × 10−8 m/s
10 3.21 × 10−8 m/s 4.36 × 10−8 m/s
20 3.03 × 10−8 m/s 3.60 × 10−8 m/s

The effect of soil reinforced with the same amount (5%) of two different types of
recycled wastes (i.e., RC and CG) on the measured k values is plotted in Figure 11. Regard-
less of the stress state conditions, the k for soil treated with CG is always higher than soil
treated with RC. For identical stress state conditions, k of reactive soil in the presence of CG
varied within a range from 1.24 to 1.45 times of soil with RC in all cases, indicating that CG
particles had a more notable impact on k. The possible factors contributing to this trend
could be the rigidity of the materials. Rubbery material could be slightly more flexible
than glass, which could allow the rubber to better conform to the soil particles, resulting in
improved connectivity between the pores and, therefore, higher hydraulic conductivity.
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3.4. Microstructure Analysis of Reactive Soil–RC/CG Composites

Previous studies have indicated that the void ratio, microstructures of pores, includ-
ing pore size and its distribution, and basic pore water properties are the main factors
dominating hydraulic conductivity of a porous medium [28]. With identical void ratio
conditions, larger pore size leads to higher k. Fundamentally, pore space can be classified
into intra-aggregate pores, which are defined as pores between soil particles with smaller
sizes, and interaggregate pores with larger pore sizes between aggregates [32]. In order to
study the effect of RC and CG on morphological structures, SEM analyses were performed
on RC-and CG-stabilized soil specimens. The morphology of reactive soil in the presence
of 5%, 10% and 20% CG are illustrated in Figure 12a–c, and the morphology of reactive soil
in the presence of 5%, 10% and 20% RC are given in Figure 12d–f.
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Figure 12. SEM images of (a) 5% glass-treated soil, (b) 10% glass-treated soil, (c) 20% glass-treated
soil, (d) 5% rubber-treated soil, (e) 10% rubber-treated soil, and (f) 20% rubber-treated soil after
consolidation tests.

Figure 12a shows that many intra-aggregate pores were not filled by 5% CG aggregates.
The pore size is around 1–10 µm. The addition of CG particles can create additional
pore spaces within the soil structure, allowing for improved water flow and potentially
increasing hydraulic conductivity. The formation of more void was also reported by
Perera et al. [33]. These results can explain the increase of k at low ranges of recycled CG
concentration in reactive soil.
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Figure 12b,c show that adding more GC granules will form large aggregates that block
pores. Many small, connected particles are captured, which contribute to a more compacted
sample. For 20% CG-treated soil specimens, the pore size is less than 1 µm and nearly
no interaggregate pores exist as many recycled waste granules fill interaggregate pores.
Water can only flow through the intra-aggregate pores, making it a less permeable structure.
These images agreed with the reduction of k value when recycled CG content reached 20%
in the reactive soil specimen.

The soil sample treated with 5% RC features a loosely packed texture (Figure 12d).
It can be seen that large interaggregate pores were disrupted by RC aggregates, leading
to more small pores; changes in the total volume of voids are not evident, making it
a larger void ratio. However, the RC particles can interlock with each other and with the
surrounding soil particles, creating a denser soil structure. This interlocking can decrease
soil hydraulic conductivity by reducing the number of available pores for water flow.
Therefore, the interlocking concept can help explain the decrease in hydraulic conductivity
observed in the 5% RC-treated soil specimen. A similar phenomenon was captured by
Soltani et al. [31].

After increasing the RC content to 10%, the morphology shows that large rubber
crumbs were embedded within soil aggregates, creating more interassemblage pore space,
which dominates the water flow and enhances the passibility of fluids (Figure 12e). Increas-
ing RC content leads to the formation of larger aggregates that block the pores (Figure 12f)
as seen in the SEM images of the 10% and 20% CG-treated soil specimens. Additionally,
a denser and more uniform soil structure was observed. The interlocking of the RC particles
with the surrounding soil particles may further reduce the number of available pores for
water flow. These factors contribute to the observed decrease in hydraulic conductivity at
the 20% RC concentration.

From the observations above, it can be concluded that the addition of RC and CG
plays an important role in hydraulic conductivity-related parameters changing pore size
and distribution. When CG began to be added, large interaggregate pores were created
and caused the formation of smaller pores that were more interconnected, leading to
an increase in the hydraulic conductivity of the soil. More GC granules in the soil specimen
will form large aggregates that block pores, and the hydraulic conductivity begins to
decrease significantly. As for RC-treated soil, a soil sample treated with 5% RC experienced
a decrease in hydraulic conductivity due to the presence of interlock with nearby soil
aggregates. As the content of RC increases, larger rubber crumbs become embedded
within soil aggregates. When the RC concentration surpasses a critical threshold, nearly
all interaggregate pores become filled with additives, leading to a substantial decline in
hydraulic conductivity-related parameters. It should be noted that curing time can have
a significant effect on the microstructure of soil. Longer curing times can lead to further
development and stabilization of the treated soil structure, resulting in improved hydraulic
conductivity and other mechanical properties. Future studies could include longer curing
periods and the use of advanced imaging techniques to examine the microstructure and
pore connectivity of the treated soil.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the effect of selected recycled waste inclusions, i.e., CG and RC, on
hydraulic conductivity characteristics was investigated. The reactive soil was reinforced
by adding different percentages of CG and RC, i.e., 0%, 5%, 10%, and 20%, to the dry
weight of the soil sample. To further identify the underlying mechanisms of the observed
phenomenon, the microstructure was evaluated using SEM images. Based on the find-
ings obtained from the experimental program, the major conclusions can be summarized
as follows:

1. The alteration in the initial void ratio caused by the incorporation of rubber parti-
cles is more pronounced where the increase in void ratio (e) can be represented as
a logarithmic function in relation to the recycled waste content (ϕ).
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2. The hydraulic conductivity of RC– or CG–soil composites consistently declined as the
applied stress increases, which indicates a similar trend between applied stress and
void ratio. Moreover, the hydraulic conductivity values for CG-treated soil mixtures
tend to be stable between 12.5 kPa and 50 kPa applied stress.

3. The inclusion of RC and CG can effectively affect the hydraulic conductivity of the
soil, regardless of the type of recycled waste. The relationship between the void ratio
and hydraulic conductivity is nearly linear: the higher the void ratio, the higher the
value of hydraulic conductivity. Meanwhile, the addition of CG initially enhances
hydraulic conductivity up to a threshold, beyond which further addition causes
a reduction in k, while the addition of RC initially reduces hydraulic conductivity and
then increases up to a threshold, beyond which further addition causes a reduction
in k.

4. Results from SEM indicate that RC and CG inclusion plays an important role in hy-
draulic conductivity by changing pore size and its distribution on soil morphological
structure. When CG was begun to be added, large interaggregate pores were created
and caused the formation of smaller pores that were more interconnected, leading
to an increase in the effective porosity and hydraulic conductivity of the soil. As for
RC-treated soil, soil sample treated with 5% RC experienced a decrease in hydraulic
conductivity due to the presence of interlock with nearby soil aggregates. When the
content of RC increases, larger rubber crumbs become embedded within soil aggre-
gates. The hydraulic conductivity showed a significant decrease when the amount of
CG or RC added was sufficient to fill all interaggregate pores.

Overall, hydraulic properties, such as the void ratio and vertical hydraulic conductivity,
can be altered evidently by incorporating recycled rubber and crushed glass (RC and CG)
into reactive soil or applying stress. This is due to the fact that the addition of RC and CG
changes the size, shape and connectivity of soil pores, which in turn affects the flow of
water through the soil. The effect of both additives on the hydraulic conductivity properties
is comparable. These changes in hydraulic properties can have important implications for
the performance of soil in various applications, including in construction and geotechnical
engineering projects. It is important to consider the potential environmental impacts of
these treatments. Further research to fully understand the potential environmental impacts
of using waste materials for soil treatment and to develop strategies to minimize these
impacts is essential.
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